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Drazen Erdemovic: victim or villain?
By Dora Skelin
On 3 rd May 2013 the Judges of
MICC School sentenced Dražen
Erdemović, a young soldier of the
Army of Republika Srpska, who
followed orders and killed around
70 Muslim civilians, in Srebrenica
on July 11 th 1995, to 9 years in jail.
15 years before that, after the
death of Josip Broz Tito and the
fall of the communist regime Yugoslavia started to crumble. Factors such as the economy falling
apart, national tensions turning
into nationalism in each republic,
and the separation of Slovenia,
Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina from the Socialistic Federative
Republic of Yugoslavia led to its
complete breakdown.
Dražen Erdemović was born in
1971 in Tuzla, a town in BiH that
is very ethnically diverse. His
father is Croatian and mother is
Serbian, and he considered himself to be a Bosnian Croat. Before
the war Erdemović served in JNA
military police in order to get a

passport. He was a soldier of several opposed armies and when he
was in the HVO he was arrested
for helping Serb civilians. There
he was forced to join the Army
of Republika Srpska on 1 st April
1994. He chose the 10 th Sabotage
Detachment unit because that unit
was never supposed to be on the
front lines or kill people and there
were people of different ethnicities as members. He felt safe until
Milorad Pelemis came to power.
Pelemis degraded him from the
position of a sergeant to a soldier
because he refused to carry out an
order that could in his opinion risk
the lives of Muslim civilians.

Erdemović killed between 10100 civilians. The same afternoon
he was told to kill 500 other Muslim civilians in a school in Pilica.
This time he disobeyed and got
away with it.
After Pilica Erdemović started
drinking, his wife left him and he
got shot by his former military
companion. When he recovered
from the injuries he contacted the
ICTY himself and confessed to
his crimes and the crimes of the
people who were also involved,
including Ratko Mladić and Radovan Karadžić. He was accused
of committing murder as a crime
against humanity.

On July 16 th 1995 they were sent
to a farm in Pilica, Srebrenica,
where they received the order to
shoot the Muslim civilians. When
Erdemović tried to disobey the order, Pelemis gave him a choice –
Erdemović could either shoot the
unarmed, innocent men or stand
in line with them and get himself
and his family killed.

Why would a person, who seems
peaceful, kill 70 civilians?
The prosecution stated that the
accused was never under direct
threat nor was physically abused.
He chose to kill those people and
he accepted one order, but refused
another, which to them proves that
he could choose not to act.

to be continued on page 2
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continuation from page 1
The Prosecutor Ela Jurko said:
‘ The threat or the duress was not
plausible because Erdemović was
a well known soldier and by killing him, the Serbs would turn him
into a hero who wanted to stop his
own army and people from committing such atrocities. This was
not in the interest of the army of
Republika Srpska. ’
Defender Petra Radić claimed:
‘ The defence believed that the accused was under duress, he was
the only soldier to ever be tried
at the ICTY. He turned himself in,
and when he did that he also shed a

light on everything that happened
in Srebrenica. Without him, nothing would probably be revealed.
Because of his testimonies Ratko
Mladić and Radovan Karadžić are
being tried in the ICTY. That’s
why his punishment should not be
very severe. ’
Ultimately, a quote from the
Judge Vukan Marković. ‘ We, the
jury, conclude that he could not
foresee that mass executions would
happen, but he at that moment he
was not under direct threat and he
decided to kill those people. For
that he is guilty. Also there are

some components that relieved his
punishment and those are the ones
Petra Radić stated in the previous
quote. ’
Erdemović is a man who is guilty,
but until what extent? It seems that
everyone had a different conclusion because in his case there are
a lot of components that clash. We
have a man who saved people and
killed people. In the end, our perception of this case depends on our
faith in the human race.

Did Flick enslave people
working in his factories?

By Uroš Jakovljević

Friedrich Flick was a German
industrialist. The richest man in
Germany after second world war.
He was a supporter of Nazi government and SS units. His job
started with only one store, and
came to almost hundred factories
and 48000 workers. It is estimated that 80 percent of these workers died as a result of the way they
were treated during the war.
On 3 rd of May he stood before
MICC accused of crimes against
humanity.
The
prosecutors
Kovrlija,
Vrhovać, Hammerl and Hnatkowska based their arguments on
liberty of workers and Friedrich’s
responsibility for them. Anna
Hnatkowska said: ‘ He was very
aware of what was happening in
his factories. How do you think
that he succeed to posses this great
fortune? ’
Line of the defender Udovičić,
Mihajlović, Firkowska and Stazić
Jurišić was saying that SS units
were the ones, which enslaved
these workers, not Flick. Dorota
Firkowska claimed: ‘ Politicians
had control over these poor peo-
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ple, because SS units were Hitler’s
army, not an army of accused. ’
The final pleadings were on the
prosecution side. The main prosecution lawyer, Petar Kovrlija,
mentioned that Hitler was accused
of having influence on SS units
while on the other side Ivan Stazić
Jurisić tried to rebut the prosecution, unfortunately he didn’t succeed.
So the answer to this very important question goes as following:
‘ Yes, Flick enslaved these people . ’

The Judges Simić, Catela, Tekin
and Veble found Friedrich Flick
guilty and agreed on sentence of
20 years and ordered a 2 000 euros
fine to each of the workers families. The explanation stated: ‘Prosecution got a better arguments’ and
Judge Nina Simić added: ‘ Golden
cage is still a cage ’.
After winning the trial, Petar
Kovrlija said: ‘ I think that judges
decided good and fair, because human life is priceless. ’
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Killing with words - tough case of
By Sandra Dražić
Georges Ruggiu
On 4 th of May 2013, one of the
case trials took place in Model
International Criminal Court in
Krzyżowa. Georges Ruggiu was
charged with direct and public incitement to commit genocide. The
Judges found him guilty and sentenced him to 15 years of inprisonment.
Rwanda is country where three
groups of people have been living: Hutu, Tutsi and Twa. While
Rwanda was German colony, inhabitants were separated based
on their wealth. After The World
War II, Germany had to surrender
their territories to Belgium. New
imperialists divided the society
on the basis of their look – then
the Tutsi had the power. The reason why they choosed Tutsi over

Hutu was that they were looking
more similiar to European people.
These people were friends before,
but then they started to hate each
other, given the fact that Hutu
were complitely socioeconomically subordinate to Tutsi and did
not have any priviliges. In 1959
during the revolution, Hutus overtook the power. In 1973 first Hutu
president Habyarimana came to
power. He was the one who offered
Georges Ruggiu the job and whose
death triggered the genocide.
Georges Ruggiu was born in
October 1957 and lived in Belgium. Before he moved to Rwanda in 1994, he visited it several
times before, in early 1990s. He
had a lot of friends there and all
of them were Hutus. When Ruggiu

came there, he was offered a job
on the Radio Television Libre des
Milles Collines, which was found
in 1993. It’s goal was to force
Hutu people to kill their enemies
- Tutsi, moderate Hutu and UN
officials. Ruggiu was oredered to
tell different code words for killing Tutsi, for example one of them
was ’cockroach’. At first he didn’t
know what the words really meant,
but when he realised - it was already late.
In the courtroom everybody was
anxious while waiting for the entry of the Judges Anita Plucińska,
Lucija Nikolina Orešković and
Friederike Osterbrink. The Defenders Filip Vrljić, Irma Gačić,
Danja Drndarski and Dominika
Pindral and the Prosecution Sara
Petrović, Lars Frewert, Margareta
Blažević and Hana Sarval were
also impatient.
Defence was trying to prove
that the crime, which took place
in Rwanda, was not genocide and
that Ruggiu had no intent for this
crime to happen. ’ He didn’t understand what these words really
meant, because he wasn’t speaking their language. He didn’t
have any private, political or any
other interest for these people to
be killed’ said the member of the
Defence team. Opposite of that,
the Prosecution believed that this
was a genocide and that the accused knew what he was saying
and what the consquences might
occur. ’ He was seeing dead bodies
everywhere around him, and there
is no possibility that he did not understand how his words were going to affect the people and what
would lead them to ’ claimes one
of the members of the Prosecution
team - ’ Ruggiu’s life has never
been in danger and he could leave
with Belgian soldiers . ’ But on the
other hand the defence stated that
he couldn’t leave his job without
being in danger and was only trying to keep his freedom and life.
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Simon Bikindi's indirect
assistance

By Marino Margeta

The history of the small central
African state Rwanda in the 20th
century was very dynamic and
dark. As a former German and afterwards Belgian colony, it gained
independence trough a revolution in 1959. Two tribes form the
majority of the population, Hutu
(84%) and Tutsi (15%). Those
two completely different races living on the territory of Rwanda for
many centuries in peace under the
reign of Tutsi.
After 1973 the country was led
by the Hutu general Habyarimana,
in a one-party system led by his
MRND party. In 1990 the fights
between the MRND and the Tutsi RPF party started. On April 6,
1994 when president Habyarimana
died in a plane crash, the reasons
and the offender were still in the
dark. After that incident, the battles become even worse, in the next
4 months about one million Tutsis
and also many Hutus were killed.
One of the reasons for the genocide were the racist songs against
Tutsi played on the national radio,
composed, sang and distributed by
Simon Bikindi, a radical Hutu musician and member of the MRND.
Simon Bikindi is supposed to have
‘ composed, sang, recorded or distributed musical works extolling
Hutu solidarity and accusing Tutsis of enslaving Hutus’ .
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Everybody knew that it was
going to be a very hard process,
because Bikindi’s impact was indirect. The prosecution accused
Bikindi of assisting in the genocide. One of the members of the
prosecution, Mateo Čuljak, told
us before the trail: ‘ Simon Bikindi
had intent to cause genocide and
this is followed with his actions’ .
Undoubtedly, there were anti-Hutu
messages appearing in his songs,
but here is the problem - Bikindi
wrote these songs in 1987, seven
years before the death of president
Habyarimana and the beginning
of the genocide. The defense used
this fact to try to liberate the suspect. Defender Jasmina Alendar,
claimed:
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‘ A Witness told us that Bikindi’s
songs were played in the year in
which he wrote them, in 1987. At
that time, Hutu and Tutsi were living in peace when these songs were
listened and danced to. There was
commonly known that Bikindi’s
band consisted of both Hutu and
Tutsi. ’ Another important thing
we could hear from the Defense
during the trial was the fact that
not a single song from Bikindi had
words like ‘kill’ or ‘death’. Despite all of that, there was a song
called ‘I hate these Tutsi’, but then
again hating doesn’t mean the killing itself.
After more than one hour of presentations in the courtroom and
several hours of intern discussing,
the Judges Ana Marić and Marko
Kolovrat reached their verdict.
The MICC found the accused Simon Bikindi not guilty for assisting in genocide. One of the Judges, Ana Marić, repeated the main
arguments that led to the acquittal
of the accused:
‘ Firstly, the Defense did a great
job, listing arguments that even
Tutsi sang his songs in a peaceful
time and that the radio repeated
his songs about 20 times a day
during the genocide. Bikindi had
no role in this genocide, at least
not with his songs . ’
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Dance unites nations!
Participants’ favorite part of
MICC was held on 1st of May
2013: Intercultural night. Lot
of laugh, smiles and enjoyment
filled the room during the presentations made by the students.
Nobody could stay sitting indifferently during the demonstration of each country, their mu sic and delicious food.
Bosnia and Herzegovina broke
the ice with interesting and
unique presentation about their
country in general and then the
movie about destruction and
reconstruction of Mostar. Bosnian girls solved problem with
the sound simply by sharing
yummy food, which brought
smiles on visitors’ faces. Uroš
Jakovljević, participant from
Serbia claimed: ‘ BiH had prepared great presentation and
their sudžuk is the winner for
me!’ .
Polish girls told the story
about Wroclaw and Thanks Jimmy Festival, showing the video
of 7273 guitar players breaking
the world record in 2012.
The Germans made long pre -

sentation about their city and
country in general but thanks
to Kinder chocolate and Haribo
gummy bears everyone kept on
going. Croatia decided to turn
things a bit by preparing a quiz.
Interesting questions made people laugh. The winner was Ania
Hnatkowska, a participant from
Poland and her prize was a Cro atian chocolate.
Cherry on the top was Serbian part of the evening. In fact
they didn’t really prepared for
the presentation, but managed
to make everybody stand up and
dance their traditional dance
called ‘Užičko Kolo’. ‘ I didn’t
expect something like this. The
dance was surprisingly entertaining and fun!’ said with a
smile Sara Octenjak, one of the
students from Croatia.
After Serbia lifted everybody
on their feet, nobody wanted
to go to sleep, so organizers
played different songs while
participants were dancing in
two concentric circles spinning
in different directions. Every
time the music stopped, each

By Ena Hasković

person would meet ne w partner
and tell him something about
himself. I have personally found
out much about youth in Poland
and got to know the surpris ing fact that 40% of women in
Germany drink beer regularly.
We had many delicious things
like Bosnian cheese, cookies
called lokum and He rzegovinian figs… Along with the Serbian chocolate banana s, Plazma
cookies and Croatian popular
drink called Cedevita, which
disappeared in a split second
after the show.
At the end, MICC students,
trainers and teachers left the
room filled with positive energy, enjoying the time with
each other. This was unique op portunity for us to connect with
others, get the chance to know
about each others’ cultures
spontaneously, so we can con tinue our friendship after the
programme. Students from five
different countries entered the
room and left as one friendly
nation.
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My home is where I close the
doors behind me
By Ena Hasković
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‘ I don’t count my speeches anymore, but this is the first time that
I am very nervous about it, because
you are my first students from the
Balkans. You all have your own
story related to the war. ’ - were the
first Maja’s words.
‘ F ew weeks ago, a déjà vu happened to me and it was about the
worst thing in the world - the war . ’
- that was the beginning of the
moving and emotional experience,
that Maja survived while she was
just a little girl. She was born in
Darvar, a place in Croatia where
35% of citizens were Serbs. Her
mother was Hungarian nationality and father Serbian and before
the war, nobody explained what
nationality meant because they all
considered themselves as Yugoslavs. Serbs organized rebellion
and wanted to take all men with
them, including Maja’s father, but
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he resisted.
After several location changes,
her sister and herself ended up in
their family ‘friend’s house’ in
Belgrade. ‘ I was angry at Belgrade.
I forgave it just two years ago, because of the torture that I survived
there . ’ The host family Maja lived
with, made her watch speeches
of Serbian general Milošević and
clap for him, while he was talking about killing Croats and other innocent people. After those 7
months of pain, her parents took
her to the Hungry, but she couldn’t
declare herself as Hungarian,
Croatian or Serbian. She finished
the University in Netherlands, but
she also doesn’t feel she’s Dutch.
Now, she considers herself as
Bosnian and Herzegovinian after
working with young people there
and she said: ‘ My home is where I
close the doors behind me . ’

Dora Skelin from Croatia was
deeply moved: ‘ This speech made
my cry because it just reminded
me how much the innocent people
suffered. What’s even more sad, is
the fact that the situation between
nations doesn’t get better. My
friends in elementary school hated
me because I refused to claim that
all Serbians are evil. ’
Maja
became
independent,
strong woman, with a precise goal
in her life: to help others understand what happened and how to
accept and fight their emotions.
In the interview with our newspaper she told us something really
unusual: ‘ Often I drink tea with
my demons. Everybody has them,
these bad experiences and memories. After some time they ambush
you, and you just have a feeling
that you are controlled by some-
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thing. At times like this I just take
a piece of paper or I sit down and
think about that. I realized that
when I fight my demons, they hate
it even more than me, because then
I control them. ’
Many German and Polish students, who were on the Maja’s
class too, were given a chance to
speak about Second World War.
Zanna Rode from Germany told us:
‘ We are affected by the World War
II, but it was pretty long time ago
so people don’t experience such
direct consequences as the Balkans . ’ Also her friends, Valentina
and Laszlo, had really serious faces during the speech: ‘ We knew in
general what happened during the

90’s. But we didn’t have the idea
how youth was influenced by this
war . ’
Maja’s speech was very inspiring
and many students opened up and
told their story. Berina Vrhovać
from Bosnia and Herzegovina
said: ‘ It was really hard to listen
all that but in the same time I am
very happy that we had an opportunity to talk about the war. We
didn’t personally participated in
war so we need more information
than our parents can give us. This
topic is sometimes taboo because
people get too emotional while
they are talking about it, so the
easiest way is to be quiet about
everything, but then the hate will

never end. ’
I was one of the students who
were driven by Maja’s speech
to tell my personal story. By the
many comments at the end of the
session, we can conclude that this
was great chance to talk about this
painful issue and the best thing
was the interest shown by students from all of the participating
countries. Young people, especially from Balkans, need to find
the information they are so often
refused to get. This is the only
way to make things better and to
move on, without turning back on
the past.

Roma and their rights
Although Serbia has built a
branched framework for the protection of human rights, there is
a discrepancy between the high
regulatory standards and practices.
The culture of respect for human
rights does not exist and the authorities are not sufficiently guided
by the principles of ‘good administration’. On the other hand, the
number of the informed citizens
who demand their rights has been
growing and they increasingly often address the independent control bodies, such as the Protector
of Citizens.
The latest researches has showed
that the number of citizen complaints has increased since the
previous reporting year by over
40%! We have the developments
but they are far from sufficient to
overcome the dissatisfaction of
citizens caused by violations and
irregularities that are manifest in
many places in the form of corruption, political cronyism, irresponsibility, lack of organization,
incompetence and indifference for
performing public services and exercising public authority towards
citizens in accordance with the letter and spirit of the law.
However the main problem in
our country is definitely Roma and

their rights. Practice showed that
they are being discriminated in every segment of their life.
First in schools, then while getting a job, at public places. And
after all of this we ask ourselves
why are they so ,’strange’? And
the answer is that they are not
strange, they just didn’t get the
same education, job, health insurance - basically the same opportunities as you. They did not get the
same life, and they will never get
it if we do not give them a chance,
a hope for better tomorrow.
According to the 1991 census,
143 519 Roma were recorded in
the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Out of that number 140 237
Roma live in the Republic of Serbia. However, the statistical data
concerning the number of Roma
based on the census cannot be considered as a reliable indicator of
the real number of Roma in FRY. It
is considered that the census was
not carried out under regular conditions because ethnic minorities
were under high pressure of Serbian nationalist at that time. A large
number of Roma chose so called
ethnic mimicry.
Roma are the most oppressed part

By Uroš Jakovljević

of the population in Serbia, in economic and social respect. The general economic crisis in the country from 1991 to 2001 resulted in
even worse social status of Roma.
The war conflicts on the territory
of former Yugoslavia caused large
migrations of this people. NATO
campaign caused problems, when
from 40 000 to 50 000 Roma from
Autonomous Province of Kosovo
and Metohija migrated to other
parts of Yugoslavia. There are
no precise data about the number
of Roma that migrated from Autonomous Province of Kosovo and
Metohija to Serbia because all of
them were not recorded. A considerable number of Roma from
this territory do not have citizenship certificate, birth certificate
or residence, which deprives them
of the basic human rights such as
the right to education, health and
social welfare.
After all of this we can say, that
Roma people are underestimated
and discriminated. General opinion of all citizens is that society
needs changes. We need to give
opportunity to them, the same opportunity as we got, simply because we are all human beings.
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Wake up, Bosnia and
Herzegovina!

By Ena Hasković

Human rights in Bosnia and
Herzegovina are protected by the
Constitution of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article II: Human Rights
and Fundamental Freedoms and
Constitution of Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Article II:
Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms. These Constitutions are
the highest legal act in our country and all citizens and people who
sojourn on the territory of BiH are
obliged to respect these rules.
Since last war period, from 1992
-1995 many changes have happened in Bosnia and Herzegovina
and people in my country still feel
some bad consequences caused by
war. In the theory, many things are
getting done in the field of human
rights, but in reality, most of the
important issues are not mentioned
and don’t interest people in Bosnia.
One of those examples I see
every day in my closest environment. Kids in every primary and
high school for one year have a
subject called ‘Democracy and human rights’, but at the same time
only 75% of kids, who I asked in
my school, knew what that was.
None of them knew exactly how
to explain their rights. They didn’t
even have an opinion on my question about violating these rights!
Young people do not have any interest in their rights because this
subject is not emphasized enough.
I asked my classmates if they were
member of any nongovernmental
organizations that protects basic rights. One friend told me: ‘ I
don’t know. But I assume there are
many of them. That sounds boring,
but I don’t have any idea how they
work. ’ After my explaining what
is goal of these organizations she
replied: ‘ That’s sounds better than
I thought. If I had any knowledge
about this, I would consider joining them. ’
There are many NGOs in our
country with purpose of protect-
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ing, respecting and improving
human rights. Some of them are
Vaša prava, Helsinški komitet za
ljudska prava and Biro za ljudska prava. They have many workshops every year, but as we can see
from the youths knowledge, that
is not enough for such an extensive topic. However, since 1996,
NGO Vaša prava has helped more
than 450.000 refugees, returnees
and displaced persons, minority
groups and disadvantages people.
Many researches were made during the 2007. Due to The Commission of the Bishops’ Conference of
Bosnia and Herzegovina ‘Justitia
et Pax’ human rights of citizens
of Bosnia and Herzegovina are
threatened in almost all categories, especially refugees and displaced persons, returnees, women
and children. Helsinki Committee
reports about children discrimination and U.S. Department about
violence against women and sexual abuse. And all of these cases
are happening very often. Nevertheless, one of the most important judgments for improving
human rights is the case ‘Sejdić
and Finci’. The Bosnian Constitution makes a distinction between two categories of citizens:
the so-called “constituent people”
(Bosniacs, Croats and Serbs) and
“others” (Jews, Roma and other

national minorities together with
those who do not declare affiliation with any ethnic group). The
House of Peoples of the Parliamentary Assembly and the Presidency
are composed only of persons belonging to the three constituent
peoples. Mr. Jakob Finci enquired
with the Central Election Commission about his intentions to stand
for election to the Presidency and
the House of Peoples of the Parliamentary Assembly. On 3 rd January
2007 he received a written confirmation from the Central Election
Commission that he was enabled
to stand to such elections because
of his Jewish origin. The same
case was with Mr. Sejdić, who was
rejected because of his Roma origin. They appealed for the change
of the Bosnian Constitution and
they won, but the Constitution
still has not been changed.
My opinion is that the most important thing for improving human rights in Bosnia and Herzegovina is to educate youth. As my
teacher of Democracy and human
rights told me: ‘ School curriculum educates youth, but that is not
enough.’ Let’s wake up and interest y outh because they are the
most important link in the chain of
improving human rights!
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Rights for women in
Serbia
Serbia is a country where the effects of war and poverty are visible everywhere. Persons with
disabilities, ethnic and religious
minorities are often discriminated
against. We often hear about the
disrespect of the labor law, maltreatment of journalist, restrictions on freedom of gatherings,
corruption, and even human trafficking. It can be said that human
rights are endangered in almost
every part of society what the most
of the inhabitants of this country
are personally felt.
What astounds me is the fact
that Serbia is the only country in
Europe that doesn’t have a law on
gender equality. Women’s rights
are human rights, based on the
simple fact that they are human
beings. At first sight it seems quite
logical. But why is it in human
rights requires a special section,
‘Women’s Rights’? We still live
in a patriarchal model of society,
in which women are constrained
in different ways. A great number
of men believe that their marriage
shall be entitled to dispose of his

wife’s time, property and the right
to make decisions for her. Some
women aren’t informed about their
rights, and accept this relationship
considering it normal, even though
that in the law it clearly states that
the spouses are equal. Another
scary fact is that in my country,
one of two women is victim of
violence. This particular problem
is on the rise, and it’s contributed, among others, by the difficult
economic situation. ‘ The increase
of violence against women is evident since the post-war migrations of urban, educated people to
other countries, and a expansion
of primitive conceptions of life.
Also, lawlessness rules nowadays ’
claims Ph Branka Dražić.
Although more women has
university degree, there are more
unemployed women in Serbia than
men. During a job interview, the
employer often asks women about
their marital and financial status,
as well as family and pregnancy
plans although the law prohibits
it. Men receive a higher salary, in
the same job they are paid better,

By Sandra Dražić

they are progressing easier and are
mainly on the higher functions and
management positions. ‘ Women,
soon after maternity leave, lose
their jobs or are moved to the
lower positions under various excuses. Employers are facing only
their own interests and will do
anything to increase their profits.
This means that they, as soon as
women takes maternity leave, will
give her position to someone else
to satisfy material interests of the
company. In my opinion this is not
just, because in by the law, every
woman have the right to the maternity leave ’ states Marija Anic, a
law student.
Although Serbia has made
progress in the area of human
rights, a problem about which I
wrote is mainly engaged by nongovernmental organizations. So, it
is necessary to interest people in
this problem and make sure that
it is talked about more. It is also
necessary to intensively work on
changing the status of women each in their own environment and
in official activities in the society.
Therefore, it is so important to
complement the existing laws and
enact new ones. There is a need to
make the courts more effective,
because now they are slow and
criminal sanctions are often mild.
We need more efficient enforcement of court decisions because
the judgment isn’t always executed.
If we want to be part of modern
Europe, we have to be included to
international institutions; we have
to take a significant part of international agreements, starting from
the European Convention on Human Rights, to the European Court
of Human Rights. And although
there is a progress in the field of
women’s rights, there is still a lot
of work to do.

Source: http://lilith.org/
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The importance of
Krzyzowa
Krzyżowa is a little village in
the western part of Poland, near
Wroclaw, with only about 200
inhabitants. It is famous for the
first resistance movement against
nazi regime, which was held here.
Now it’s a site of the International
Youth Meeting Centre supporting
peaceful and tolerant existence
in Europe. There have been many
workshops regarding this subject
and MICC has been going on here
for eight years now.
How did Krzyżowa become what
it is today? At first, it was a big
farm owned by a noble german
family, von Moltkes. Helmuth Karl
Bernhard von Moltke bought the
farm and lived in the castle with
his wife. He was a German Field
Marshal and the chief of staff of
the Prussian Army, so he was important in the military, especially
in the Franco-Prussian war.
One of his descendants was
Helmuth James Graf von Moltke.
Together with his wife, Freya von
Moltke, he formed a resistance
group against Adolf Hitler. That
was a beginning of movement later named the Kreisau Circle. They

met three times in Krzyżowa and
approximately 150 times in Berlin.
The Kreisau Circle was meeting in
the small house on top of the hill
and they made plans for German
resistance. They wanted to kill
Hitler, but they never actually tried
it because of lack of money and
power. They thought of new laws
and how the system in Germany is
supposed to look like. They shared
an idea of peace between all countries in Europe. It was similar to
the concept of the European Union
as it is today. Most of the members of the group were Catholics
or Protestants which means they
all had a Christian background.
There have been discussions about
whether this was a resistance
group because they simply met to
think and discuss, they never actually did anything about to turn
their plans into reality.
The group was discovered by the
government in 1944 – Helmuth
James Moltke was arrested on
19th January 1944. Many other
members of the group have been
arrested as well, and some of them
executed. The remaining were
still trying to meet and figure out
how to fight for the future. Freya

Photo: Karo Skibinska
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By Sara Octenjak

Source: http://www.kreisau-initiative.de/

and Helmuth were writing letters to each other while he was
in prison. The letters were sad
and intimate. After a couple of
years, Freya von Moltke was the
only one from the group who
survived. Sadly, she couldn’t
come back to live in Krzyżowa
because it became a farm under
the Polish communist government. She died in 2010.
In 1989, a group of Catholics
met in Krzyżowa to discuss how
the European countries could become closer. Another group met
a few months later – the head
of Germany and Poland came to
talk and agree on some issues to
establish good relations between
these two countries. The meeting happened right after the Berlin Wall fell so not many people
knew about it. This gathering
was important for the connection Poland and Germany have
today - it proved that the World
War II was long over and that
these two countries can be good
neighbors.
All of these historical events
have made Krzyżowa, a small
village, very important place
for the development of good relations between the two countries and the maintenance of the
peace.

KREISAU COURT | April/May 2 0 1 3

And the winner is...

By Marino Margeta & Sara Octenjak

Not everything in MICC is as serious as it may seem. During the time spent in Krzyżowa,
we had a lot of fun and we got to know each other well enough to solve a simple survey
about our new and old friends.

Who’s your favorite trainer?
1. Jens Henning Fischer
2. Maid Konjhodzić
3. Špela Kranjc

Who has the most interesting name?
1. Nestor Janković-Dog
2. Vukan Marković
3. Ajša Udovčić

Who is the funniest person?
1. Petar Kovrlja
2. Milan Vignjević
3. Nikola Nikodinović

Photo: Marino Margeta

the best hairstyle winners
Which country had the best
presentation at the Intercultural Evening?
1. Croatia
2. Bosnia and Herzegovina /
Serbia
3. Poland

Who is the most likeable
person?
1. Marino Margeta
2. Petar Kovrlja
3. Sara Octenjak

Who is the hottest boy/girl?

Who is the best dressed person?

Boys:
1. Marko Kolovrat
2. Clemens Hissnauer
3. Nikola Nikodinović

1. Ana Marić / Anita Plucińska
2. Matija Barović / Irma Gračić
/ Amy Rodgers
3. Stela Braje

Girls:
1. Bojana Arsić
2. Dora Skelin
3. Anna Hnatkowska

Who will you remember the
most?

Who has the best hairstyle?

1. Everyone
2. Laszlo Hammerl
3. Milad Ahmadi

1. Tomislav Veble
2. Dea Catela
3. Irma Gračić
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The media team

By Marino Margeta & Sara Octenjak

Everyone participating at the Model International Criminal Court in Krzyżowa knows that it’s all
about trials, legal argumentation and trying out
being the lawyers. However, there is always a need
to inform people about what exactly we are doing
here - not only in the courtroom but in the lectures,
trainings and other activities. That is where the
press team gets the spotlight. Imagine if the press
team didn’t exist. We would all be discussing important and “adult” things without any proof that

Sandra Dražić (16) is from
Belgrade, Serbia. She writes
articles for the newspapers
in her high school. She likes
to travel and she would like
to visit Monte Carlo. In her
free time, Sandra watches
movies and reads books.
One of her goals is to learn
Hungarian.

we actually did it. That is why we, the press team,
feel privileged to allow you to leave Krzyżowa with
beautiful printed memories of these events. We get to
experience the virtues and flaws of being journalists.
We tried hard to fulfill our roles by listening, participating, writing, interviewing and photographing
everything we could in hope that you will take these
newspapers as a souvenir and a powerful reminder of
all this time you have experienced in Krzyżowa. Here
is something about the creators of Kreisau Court:

Sara Octenjak (16) is from Croatia
and lives in Zagreb. She is interested in
languages and one of her wishes is to
study them in Paris. In her free time,
she dances hip hop. She likes reading
books, going to concerts and she hopes
to travel all over the world.

Marino Margeta (17) is
from Croatia and lives in
Mostar, Bosnia and Herzegovina. He is interested in
natural science, especially in
physics. Besides of watching
anime, he plays video games
in his free time. He also
writes articles for a gaming
website.

Dora Skelin (16) is from
Zagreb, Croatia. She writes
for a Libela web portal about
sex, gender and democracy.
Her hobbies include reading, watching TV shows
and spending time with her
friends. Dora has a wish to
live in Kenya.

Karo Skibińska (21) is
studying Journalism now
and wants to study SerboCroatian Philology as well.
In her free time she likes
to take photos and listen to
alternative music. She hopes
to gain more experience as
a journalist in the next few
years.

Ena Hasković (18) is from Bosnia and
Herzegovina. She goes to Prva gimnazija in Sarajevo. After school, she wants
to study pharmacy in her hometown.
Rock and metal music is her hobby.
Ena is interested in journalism since
elementary school and she would like to
continue that path.

DONATORS
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Uroš Jakovljević (16) is
from Serbia and lives in
Belgrade. He goes to electrical school of technical
engineering and wants to
go to Military Academy.
His hobbies include debating and researching. Uroš’s
favorite city is Belgrade.

Adam Rudnicki (28) is
born in Wrocłav and quite
proud of it. For the last
couple of years he has been
an independent entrepreneur, movie producer and a
huge fan of specific sense of
humor.

